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Direct Ink Writing advances in multi-material structures for a 
sustainable future 
Victoria G. Rocha,a* Eduardo Saiz,b Iuliia S. Tirichenko,b Esther Garcia-Tuñonc
Novel manufacturing techniques such as additive manufacturing (AM, also referred to as 3D printing) will play a critical role 
in building a sustainable future. AM will reduce waste, energy consumption and production time by eliminating the need to 
assemble components. It will also enable the mass customization of complex devices. To reach their full potential, additive 
manufacturing technologies should be able to combine different materials in a single processing step. Although the 
development of multi-material printing is at its infancy, it could have a massive impact in fields as diverse as energy storage 
and generation, electronic devices, healthcare or structural composites to name a few. Here we provide a critical perspective 
on the advances and potential of multi-material printing using direct extrusion-based, also known as direct ink writing (DIW) 
or robocasting. We will show examples of devices and structures combining a wide range of materials from ceramics to 
metals, polymers and carbon with particular focus on three promising applications: energy storage, lightweight composites 
and sensors. The goals are to assess the progress made so far, to point out specific challenges and areas for further 
development and to provide guidelines to those interested in multi-material DIW. 
1. Introduction 
In 2015 the United Nations agreed the 2030 Agenda for 
Sustainable Development. Goals 9 and 13 mention the 
importance of sustainable industrial development, and of taking 
actions to combat climate change respectively.1 To achieve 
those goals industry must implement innovative approaches to 
manufacture more efficiently with less raw materials in order to 
build a future that is more prosperous, more just, and more 
secure. Traditional mass production of identical commodity 
items usually involves processes such as casting, forging or 
machining, which do not minimise waste. At the same time 
many of these processes limit the complexity of the structures 
that can be fabricated and therefore impose additional design 
constraints. Many efforts are being made to develop novel 
manufacturing techniques such as additive manufacturing (AM, 
also referred to as 3D printing) that unlike casting do not rely on 
the use of moulds and enable the fabrication of complex 
geometric shapes that can be mass-customized. AM is a group 
of technologies capable to build structures layer-by-layer 
through a series of cross-sectional slices, that are generated by 
a design software. AM design concepts are translated into 
products via digital manufacturing which allows merging of 
multiple components in one fabrication step without additional 
assembly operations, thus saving materials and energy.2 There 
are over fifty different AM techniques usually classified into 
seven different processes in accordance to the ASTM F2792-
12a: binder jetting, material jetting, material extrusion, vat 
photopolymerisation, powder bed fusion, energy deposition 
and sheet lamination.3
The published literature on AM has grown exponentially since 
2004, being major contributors to its development scientists 
and engineers from a wide range of disciplines from material 
science to chemistry and physics, mechanical engineering and 
artificial intelligence. The outcomes of this research investment 
are having an impact in numerus fields from healthcare, 
electronics and civil engineering to energy generation and 
storage, environmental engineering, education or 
entertainment to name some.2 As this emerging field quickly 
develops, the number of published reviews in AM doubles every 
two years. Some of them focus on objects made of an individual 
family of materials such as polymers,4, 5 metals,6-8 ceramics,9 
carbon-based10 materials and even nanomaterials11 using 
different AM techniques, while others cover a single material or 
a very specific technique. The number of reviews focusing on a 
specific application such as energy storage12-16 and 
electrochemical devices17-19 is also growing, which reveals the 
fast development of a wide multi-disciplinary field. A review by 
MacDonald et al.20 highlights the potential of multi-process (or 
hybrid) 3D printing, in which complementary technologies, both 
novel and traditional, are ‘collaboratively’ combined to advance 
the future of manufacturing. The authors state that the next 
generation of 3D printing will enable the integration of 
dissimilar materials and allow the integration of active 
components to deliver functionality that was not possible 
previously.20
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The development of multi-material printing is at its infancy 
however it could have a massive impact for example in energy 
applications, electronic devices and composites. Combining 
different materials in a single manufacturing process will reduce 
waste and production time by eliminating the need to assemble 
components. It will also expand the design space, enabling new 
products, composites and devices with structural and functional 
properties. Among all the AM processes only material jetting 
and material extrusion have shown promising results in multi-
material printing, one of the biggest challenges in AM today.
Material extrusion techniques such as fused deposition modelling 
(FDM) enable multi-material structures by melting filaments made of 
pure polymeric materials or a combination of different polymers with 
functional materials. Several reviews4, 5 have highlighted this success. 
Here we provide a critical perspective on the fabrication of ‘truly’ 
multi-material structures in which different classes of materials, such 
as ceramics, metals, polymers and carbon-based materials are 
combined using direct ink writing (DIW) 3D printing. 
3D-printing through material extrusion of viscoplastic pastes 
(also referred to as ’inks’) is also known as direct ink writing 
(DIW) or robocasting. DIW was initially developed to create 
complex ceramic structures, hence the term robocasting, and 
so far, has been mainly exploited in research labs for small scale 
fabrication. The number of research groups using this technique 
has expanded worldwide beyond the structural ceramics field 
into other areas, such as 3D bioprinting,21-23 energy,24-27 
composites,28, 29 sensors,30 robots31 etc. DIW is the most 
versatile AM technique in terms of materials development, it 
enables the creation of complex 3D shapes using any material 
by formulating a paste with controlled rheology27, 32-36 (a shear-
thinning yield stress fluid37). The current advances in 
formulation design34, 38 and the fundamental understanding of 
the rheological parameters that define ‘printability’29, 35, 39, 40 
will pave the way for scaling up and industrial use. Another 
advantage of DIW is that it enables a combination of different 
formulations into complex structures by using multiple 
extrusion nozzles (Figure 1). Modifications of the extrusion 
system by using microfluidic printheads allows to switch41, 42 or 
mix43, 44 (Figure 1) different materials in a single pass. Multi-
material DIW has also the potential to provide engineered 
interfaces. Formulations with similar composition and rheology 
have been combined to make soft structures,42 or glass with 
varying compositions.45 However, so far there are only a few 
examples in the literature of what we consider ‘truly’ multi-
material structures. In part this is due to the limitations imposed 
by the post-printing steps (drying, de-binding and 
consolidation) that are often necessary but restrict the 
combination of materials with very different properties (e.g. 
thermal expansion, melting point or oxygen sensitivity). An 
alternative approach is to formulate printable materials that 
can be shaped and used as printed, avoiding post-processing 
without compromising functionality. This approach has been 
used to make thick semisolid electrodes for Li-Ion batteries.26 
In this perspective, we review the progress made to date 
pointing out specific challenges and areas for further 
development in order to provide guidelines for those interested 
in multi-material DIW. We highlight successful examples in 
three promising applications: energy storage, lightweight 
composites and sensors. 
Figure 1. Multi-material 3D printing approaches for soft-
materials. (a) Systems for active mixing in situ during printing 
using rotating impellers (grey shadow) designed for Large (LVM) 
and Reduced (RVM) volumes. These systems enable the 
integration of multi-material graded compositions into a 
structure. Reproduced from ref.44 with permission from John 
Wiley and Sons. (b) Multi-material, multi-nozzle 3D printheads 
in a microfluidic system combining fast pneumatic solenoids 
and soft inks enable voxelated printing. Reproduced from ref.42 
with permission from Springer Nature. (c) Multi-material 
deposition of hydrogel structures based on an aspiration-on-
demand protocol. The constitutive multi-material segments of 
extruded filaments were first assembled in liquid state by 
sequential aspiration of inks into a glass capillary, followed by in 
situ gel formation. Scale bar (2mm). Reproduced from ref.46 
with permission from Springer Nature.
2. Direct Ink Writing for multi-material 
printing
Current approaches for direct ink writing of disparate materials 
with high spatial resolution are based on precision motion 
control systems. This is normally an XYZ gantry robot with a few 
microns (1-3µm) accuracy and repeatability in the 3 directions. 
At the laboratory scale, this robot is normally equipped with 
linear motors that can reach maximum speeds between 0.1 and 
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2m/s. The gantry robot is coupled with a printer head device 
with multiple syringes pumps or pressure-driven reservoirs for 
different formulations. Disparate materials can be combined in 
the same object by synchronising XYZ motion with the plunger 
displacement or applied pressure. The precise movements of 
the XYZ gantry robot and syringe pumps are controlled through 
a user interface or software that translates a predefined 3D 
design into g-code commands that guide the printing of the 
desired object. 
Several add-ons and modifications of the basic set-up described 
above can expand the versatility of the technique and the range 
of formulations used to increase the complexity of the printed 
object. For example by designing active mixers43 and droplet 
generators;47 attaching CCD cameras48 or UV-light sources to 
cure polymers49 (Figure 2); using humidifiers, suspension baths 
for embedded printing, and heated syringes and/or platforms50; 
combining DIW with additional Fused Deposition Modelling 
(FDM) printer heads51 (Figure 2); or simply by placing the system 
under controlled atmospheres.26
Figure 2. Examples of modified DIW systems (a, b) and criteria 
for ink printability (c, d). (a) The scheme shows a multi-phase 
additive manufacturing system that combines DIW components 
(1) with FDM modules (2) heated platform (3) and with gear-
boxes allowing spatial resolution of 3.4 μm (4). Reproduced 
from ref.51with permission from Elsevier. (b) Schematic showing 
the processes involved in a dynamic photomask-assisted DIW 
multi-material system. The DIW-printed structure is placed 
under the dynamic photomask which consists on a projector 
with a set of light patterns whose display time is controlled by 
the software. Reproduced from ref.52 with permission from 
John Wiley and Sons. (c) Amplitude sweep at fixed frequency of 
inks with varying graphene oxide (GO) content showing some of 
the main rheology parameters (G’, G” and flow stress) that can 
be used to quantify printability. Reproduced from ref.35 with 
permission from RSC. (d) Printability map that shows the 
optimum region for DIW of graphene oxide suspensions, those 
with a crossover point (flow stress) above 500Pa, G’LVR of the 
order of 104 to 105 Pa, and FTI below 20 with very small 
uncertainties. Reproduced from ref.35 with permission from 
RSC.
The main difference between FDM and DIW is that in FDM 
polymeric filaments must be melted during extrusion, while 
DIW systems rely purely on pastes with very specific rheology 
that are stored in a syringe cartridge. These complex fluids are 
formulations that typically comprise a mixture of powdered 
materials (and in most cases different additives) in a liquid with 
concentrations that are systematically adjusted to achieve a 
paste with yield stress and shear thinning behaviour. After 
careful mixing and conditioning (e.g. defoaming, cooling or 
heating, or even after reactions that may need to take place 
between the components in the mixture) these pastes should 
easily flow under shear and quickly recover upon deposition. 
Printable formulations are non-Newtonian fluids with a yield 
stress often described as Herschel-Bulkley fluids (  𝜏 = 𝜏𝑦 +𝐾𝛾𝑛
where τ (Pa) is the shear stress applied, (Pa) is the yield stress, 𝜏𝑦
K (Pa sn) the viscosity parameter and (s-1) the sear rate).32 𝛾
Other models for non-Newtonian fluids with a yield stress could 
be more suitable but they have not been widely used in the DIW 
community so far.53 In general, beyond the yielding point these 
yield stress fluids have a shear thinning behaviour with very 
small flow index values (the dimensionless coefficient n that 
measures to which degree the fluid is shear thinning or shear 
thickening, for Newtonian fluids n=1). Shear tests for printable 
pastes are extremely affected by transient effects, shear 
banding and shear induced fracture so data interpretation and 
analysis should be carefully done. After the yielding point the 
flow index can be more accurately determined from a viscosity 
plot (log µ (Pa s) vs. log (s-1)) using the power law model 𝛾 𝜏 = 𝐾
 and only with the data in the shear thinning region at mid-𝛾𝑛
shear rates. Oscillatory rheology is a less uncertain alternative 
to quantify printability using bulk rheological parameters 
obtained from an amplitude sweep: the storage modulus in the 
linear viscoelastic region (LVR), G’LVR (Pa); the crossover point 
(Pa, stress at which G’=G’’, where G’’ is the loss modulus); and 
the flow transition index, FTI (dimensionless, stress at yielding 
point yp (G’=0.95*G’LVR)/stress at the crossover, (G’=G’’)) 𝜏
(Figure 2c & d).35 The figure of merit (FoM, G’LVR/stress at 
crossover) is another dimensionless number that can provide 
guidance in formulation design.29 As a benchmark guide the 
crossover stress (G’=G’’) determined from an amplitude sweep 
must be high enough for the formulation to be self-supportive 
in the absence of stress (~500Pa) but not too high (<2500 Pa) as 
this could easily compromise the extrusion process by clogging 
the nozzles or leading to filter press effects for filled systems. 
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The kinetics of the recovery scales with G’LVR,35 which must 
broadly reach values of the order 104 to 105 Pa for DIW 
applications but heading towards the upper range (105 Pa) to 
guarantee good printing resolution of multi-material structures. 
Formulations should also have FTI values below 20 and FoM 
values above 20. The wider DIW community will benefit from 
adopting a systematic rheological characterisation using 
common protocols and defining the meaning and origin of every 
rheological parameter used. For example, the cross over point 
(G’=G’’) can be referred as the yield stress or flow stress 
depending on the source, while some papers refer only to 
viscosity values at a certain shear rate, which is not enough to 
characterise such complex fluids. 
3. DIW approaches to multi-material 
structures: challenges and opportunities
Different approaches can be used to print multi-material 
structures, each of them with potential in different fields but 
also with specific technical issues. Here we classify them based 
on the number of printing cartridges used:
- Single-paste cartridge. In these systems, an object is 
constructed using a multi-material ink extruded from a single 
cartridge through a single nozzle. We include here those 
systems in which the composition of the ink may be gradually 
changed (e.g. by using in situ mixing to change the ratio 
between two components). A variant of multi-material building 
using a single cartridge is the use of robotic-assisted deposition 
to build preforms that are then filled by a second phase. 
- Multiple-pastes cartridges. In these systems, an object or a 
device is built by alternatively extruding formulations with 
different compositions from different cartridges through one to 
multiple nozzles. It involves switching of cartridges and/or 
nozzles on the flight during printing. This is the approach 
generally considered as “true” multi-material printing that has 
been used to print complex devices like those designed for 
energy storage. 
- Co-extrusion of pastes. Between the two approaches 
described above are coextrusion systems designed with 
concentric nozzles to print core-shell filaments (with the core 
and shell from different compositions). There are already large-
scale co-extrusion systems designed to print polymer-based 
composites. 
This simple classification enables us to highlight specific 
challenges and areas for development. In the next subsections, 
we review specific examples for each approach. 
3. 1 Single-paste cartridge systems
A wide range of multi-material inks have been formulated to 
print composites for different applications, from lightweight 
structural materials,28, 54 to tissue engineering scaffolds,55 
sensors30, 56-59 or thermoelectric devices.60 All these applications 
demand careful structural control not only at the macrolevel 
(where 3D printing has clear advantages) but also at the micro 
level and below. The later has been a challenge but as the 
technology advances it is also becoming evident that the 
extrusion process itself can be used to open new possibilities in 
microstructural design. Several groups have used additive 
manufacturing to create porous preforms that are infiltrated 
with a second phase.61 In this case, the preform design is used 
to control microstructure. Another fruitful approach is the use 
of flow during extrusion, sometimes in coordination with 
external fields, to align anisotropic particles (typically fibres or 
platelets) in a matrix (usually organic).62, 63  In some cases, both 
approaches are combined and preforms are built using fibres or 
platelets that can be subsequently infiltrated to generate the 
composite material.29
Usually, when printing structural composites, the focus is often 
to enhance fracture resistance. By controlling the distribution 
and orientation of stiff and anisotropic reinforcements in a 
matrix it is possible to manipulate crack paths and promote 
extrinsic toughening. This opens new opportunities for ceramic-
based composites that are often the only alternative for 
applications at high temperature or in highly corrosive 
environments and whose use is in many cases limited by their 
fracture resistance rather than their strength. Printed 
composites have also been used in sensors for stress or 
temperature developed for soft robotics64 or wearable 
devices.65 Inks containing carbon nanotubes or graphene 
enable the formation of carbon networks in elastomeric 
polymeric matrices that can be used for piezopotential or 
resistive sensing. An illustration in the case of resistive sensing 
is the alignment during printing of graphene sheets in a PDMS 
matrix that results in interconnected networks with enhanced 
electrical conductivity at lower carbon contents. As a result, 
variations of electrical resistance with flexion or pressure can be 
easily detected. Carbon nanotubes networks in a PDMS matrix 
also enhance the performance of printed piezoresistive strain 
sensors.66
Another area of application is in the field of active materials: 4D 
printing. The fourth dimension is described by Tibbits67 as 
transformation over time, emphasising that printed structures 
are no longer simply static, dead objects; rather, they can be 
programmed to be active and can transform independently. 
DIW single-cartridge systems have been successfully used to 
print soft material composites whose microstructure is 
designed to provide programmable shape response (after 
immersion in water,68 using magnetic fields69 or temperature 
control70) yielding complex three-dimensional morphologies.
In general, for extrusion-based additive manufacturing to 
provide further practical advances it will be necessary to push 
the limits of structural manipulation at all length scales. This 
type of control can often be achieved by manipulating the 
composition of the inks and the size and structure of the 
particles used in their formulation. For instance, work with 
platelet-based materials suggests that platelet roughness at a 
submicron level can have a large contribution to the mechanical 
response of composites.71, 72 It can be more difficult to 
manipulate structure at the microlevel and this may require 
modifications of the printing system as in the use of magnetic 
fields to manipulate particle orientation63 or systems designed 
to actively mix43, 44 the cartridge in situ during printing while 
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controlling the feeding of the different components to enable 
compositional variations along the structure73, 74 (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Multi-material structures using single-cartridge (a), co-
extrusion(b), active mixing (c) and multi-cartridge (d) DIW 
approaches. (a) Example of 4D printing using a single cartridge: 
NdFeB ferromagnetic particles embedded in an elastomeric 
composite paste can be aligned on demand through a magnetic 
field coupled to the DIW nozzle to fabricate shape-
programmable soft materials (4D printing). Reproduced from 
ref.69 with permission from Springer Nature. (b) DIW 
coextrusion methodology of a core-shell carbon fibers/silicon 
carbide (Cf/SiC) lightweight composite. The dense SiC shell 
provides strength while the core contains highly oriented Cf that 
enhance the material toughness. Reproduced from ref.75 with 
permission from Elsevier. (c) Combination of an active mixer 
with DIW to control spatially the extent of a thermite reaction 
(Al, CuO) within a structure. The speed of the rotating impeller 
gives an additional degree of control over the mixing and results 
in a homogeneous composition at sufficiently high rotational 
speeds. This is a promising pathway for the manipulation of 
microstructure within a printed object. Reproduced from ref.74 
with permission from John Wiley and Sons. (d) Multi-cartridge 
system with add-ons, including a magnetic field generator, an 
UV-light for in situ curing and movable platform. An ink of 
magnetically responsive anisotropic and stiff particles was 
printed to make an helicoidal staircase suspended in a light-
sensitive liquid resin of tuneable composition. Soft mechanical 
fasteners fabricated through programmable multi-material 
magnetically assisted DIW printing of shape-changing objects. 
Printed key–lock objects before and after the shape change 
Reproduced from ref.63 with permission from Springer Nature.
3. 2 Coextrusion of pastes
Co-axial extrusion systems have been used to print ceramic 
matrix composites,75 filaments with sacrificial cores that are 
subsequently eliminated to create channels76 and cellular 
structures with high stiffness built from filaments combining 
stiff, brittle epoxy shells with a flexible core (Figure 3b).77, 78 
These designs are often limited by the diameter of the co-axial 
printing nozzles. Composite manufacturing will also demand 
the development of effective strategies to engineer the core-
shell interface for a wide range of material combinations.
3. 3 Multi-paste cartridge systems 
Most advances in this area have been made to create devices 
for electrochemical energy storage. This is one of the fields that 
is pushing the multi-material challenge given the nature of the 
application, in which the combination of very disparate 
materials from polymers, ceramics and metals in one single 
device is key for performance (Figure 4). 
Figure 4. Multi-material structures for energy applications using 
multi-cartridge DIW approaches. (a) The ink formulations used 
to fabricate a polymer electrolyte and a carbon/ceramic 
electrode via sequential printing led to a tight and continuous 
interface between the electrode and electrolyte layers. The 
electrochemical performance of these flexible devices is on par 
with commercial systems even at current rates as high as 5 C. 
Reproduced from ref.24 with permission from John Wiley and 
Sons. (b) An interdigitated supercapacitor made of reduced 
graphene oxide and copper was fabricated by combining 
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Pluronic-F127-based inks to formulate both the electrode and 
current collector pastes, multi-cartridge DIW and post-printing 
heat treatments. Reproduced from ref.27 with permission from 
American Chemical Society. (c) Complexity via interdigitated 
multi-material DIW printing was also achieved for an 
asymmetric micro supercapacitor (MSC). The combination of an 
ink formulation based on graphene oxide as binder for the 
electrodes and a gel-electrolyte with several post-printing steps 
(freeze drying and hydrazine chemical reduction) resulted in a 
complex-shaped device with ultrahigh areal energy density and 
excellent performance. Reproduced from ref.79 with permission 
from John Wiley and Sons. (d) Proof of concept of complex Li-
ion batteries with solid electrolytes via multi-cartridge DIW: the 
inks must be formulated to reach good interfacial contact and 
electrochemical performance. This was first achieved on a flat 
system using -MnO2 as electrode, then a heated-cartridge 
add-on allowed extrusion of a solid electrolyte paste. Finally, a 
proof of concept of an interdigitated Li-ion battery was DIW 
using a LTO/solid electrolyte/LFP and PDMS as packaging. 
Reproduced from ref.50 with permission from John Wiley and 
Sons. (e) Fully 3D printed and packaged Li-ion battery (LIB) 
made using multi-cartridge DIW. The post-processing steps 
were eliminated through careful formulation design, placing the 
printer in an Ar-filled glove box and using UV light source to cure 
the packaging in situ. Reproduced from ref.26 with permission 
from John Wiley and Sons.
When printing using multiple nozzles, in addition to adjusting 
the ink rheology to satisfy printing demands, there are other 
technical aspects that must be considered like tip alignment and 
start/stop flow settings. Tip alignment is crucial to guarantee 
precise control of the interface between the extruded lines, 
which may become even more challenging as the number of 
cartridges increases. Start/stop flow settings mainly depend on 
the density and rheology of the formulation. When switching 
from one nozzle to the next one, some inks may continue 
flowing when the plunger stops moving, making necessary to 
pull back the plunger to stop the flow. The “extra” flow of 
material from the tip is likely related to gravitational and 
rheological effects as inertial effects can be dismissed based on 
the very low Reynolds number  where: ρ is the (𝑅𝑒 = 𝜌𝑣𝐷/𝜇
density (kg/m3), v, the velocity (m/s), D, the diameter of the 
nozzle (m) and µ the viscosity (Pa s)) values for highly 
viscoelastic shear thinning fluids flowing through very small 
nozzles. For example, Re values are of the order of 10-3 to 10-5 
for graphene oxide-based inks at estimated shear rates of 20 s-
1 and 200 s-1 in the nozzle, and printing speeds of 10 mm/s. To 
effectively stop flow during switching, the back-off distance 
setting brings the plunger back and pulls the material inside the 
syringe preventing ink overflow, this distance must then be 
accounted for when pushing the plunger down to re-initiate 
flow. An added difficulty is that each DIW system may have 
different processes to ensure tip alignment, define and code 
printing settings to minimize flaws when switching cartridges, 
which often are not detailed in published literature.
One of the earliest successful attempts at multi-material DIW 
was the printing of the most fundamental components of a Zn-
air battery,80 including the Zn anode, separator, cathode 
catalyst, anode/cathode terminals, and casing. The main 
challenge in this work was to select material formulations that 
could be deposited to fabricate all the essential components in 
the battery without compromising the performance of the final 
device. Subsequently, a huge effort has been made in the field 
to develop inks/pastes for each component and a large number 
of reviews on 3D printing for energy storage have been 
published but there are still very few examples in which multi-
material devices have been successfully fabricated. So far, there 
have been many attempts to print electrodes and some solid 
electrolytes.14, 81
One of the challenges in multi-cartridge printing is to engineer 
the interfaces between the different components to achieve 
the right degree of interconnection. Several research groups are 
trying to develop universal ink formulations based in the same 
carriers for different materials to ensure good interfacial 
contact and, if possible, avoid post-processing after printing. For 
example, Durstock et al.24 used a dry inversion method and a 
nanosize alumina filler to control the porosity of the polymeric 
electrolyte (Figure 4a). They used a similar approach for the 
carbon/ceramic electrode formulation and thus succeed in DIW 
discs of both electrode and electrolyte while maintaining 
expected functionalities in both layers. This formulation 
approach demonstrates that the electrolyte can be sequentially 
printed directly over an electrode layer without sacrificing 
performance. They achieved a tight and continuous interface, 
which is a desired trait for discharge voltage stability in a flexible 
energy storage device under mechanical load. Similarly, Rocha 
et al.27 successfully printed a symmetric supercapacitor device 
by designing an environmentally friendly formulation that 
includes a thermo-responsive polymer as a carrier of both 
graphene oxide (electrodes) and copper (current collector) 
(Figure 4b). This work illustrates another challenge. Often post-
printing heat treatments are required to dry and eliminate 
organics as well as to consolidate the parts. These treatments 
should be compatible with all the materials allowing an accurate 
control of dimensional changes and the formation of stable 
interfaces. In this case, both graphene oxide reduction and Cu 
sintering can occur at the same temperature and atmosphere 
enabling the fabrication of an interdigitated shape with a strong 
interface between the current collector and the binder-free 
electrode. 
Recently Yang et al.79 used DIW to make a multi-material 
asymmetric micro supercapacitor (MSC) with ultrahigh areal 
energy density (Figure 4c). Cathode and anode inks of vanadium 
pentoxide (V2O5) and graphene–vanadium nitride quantum 
dots (G–VNQDs) with highly concentrated graphene oxide (GO) 
dispersions, as well as a LiCl–PVA gel electrolyte were designed 
and formulated. The 3D printed asymmetric MSC with 
interdigitated electrodes exhibited excellent structural 
integrity, a large areal mass loading of 3.1 mg cm−2, and a wide 
electrochemical potential window of 1.6 V. Moreover, there 
were substantial open macropores in the 3D printed electrodes, 
which provided numerous channels to facilitate mass 
transportation. 
Cheng et al.50 also tackled the challenge of adding complexity 
and printed an interdigitated full cell battery. Lithium iron 
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phosphate (LFP) and Lithium titanium oxide (LTO) materials 
were formulated with poly(vinylidene-fluoride) PVDF, 
deposited onto pre-printed polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 
substrates and used as the cathode and anode respectively 
(Figure 4d). A key step in this work is the formulation of a solid 
electrolyte using a polymer N-Propyl-N-methyl pyrrolidinium 
bis (trifluoro methane sulfonyl)imide (Pyr13TFSI) and lithium bis 
(trifluoro methane sulfonyl) imide (LiTFSI) salt mixed on Poly 
(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) (PVDF-co-HFP) 
previously dissolved into N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) 
solvent to then be filled with nanosized TiO2. They achieved a 
shear-thinning behaviour and very good wettability with the 
electrode substrates by elevated temperature DIW. A 
continuous, thin, and dense layer is formed between the porous 
electrolyte layer and the electrode, which effectively reduces 
the interfacial resistance of the solid-state battery. The 
interdigitated full battery was then sealed using poly dimethyl 
siloxane (PDMS) gel under Argon and showed an initial 
discharge capacity of 112 mAh g-1 at 16 mA g-1.
The latest work of Lewis et al.26 in this field shows a fully 3D 
printed and packaged LIB using DIW in which typical LIB 
manufacturing steps such as drying, electrolyte infilling, 
calendaring, clamping and heat sealing processes were 
eliminated by careful ink formulation together with encasing 
the custom-made 3D printer in an Ar-filled glove box and the 
use of UV light to cure the packaging seal (Figure 4d). The 
formulation of inks to 3D print disparate materials without post-
processing is a step forward and demonstrates the potential of 
this research area. Using biphasic semisolid carbon-ceramic 
mixtures with enhanced conductivity as thick electrodes and 
polymers-ceramic composites as separator and packaging they 
produced a fully 3D printed LIB that exhibited a ten-fold 
enhancement in areal capacity compared with their previous 
work.82 In a previous work, Sun et al.82 used the same technique 
to make a micro LIB battery with a more efficient approach to 
exploit the areal capacity by 3D printing interdigitated 
electrodes. The challenge was to seal the device in this 
configuration and they suggested to 3D print the packaging to 
solve this problem. 
Beyond the field of energy storage there have been some 
demonstration of multi-cartridge printing in the area of sensors. 
Guo et al.83 fabricated a 3D tactile sensor composed of 3 layers 
(top and bottom electrode and sensor layer) (Figure 5c). The 
composition of the electrodes and the sensors were very similar 
(silver in silicone in different proportions) and the fabrication 
required to print a sacrificial layer to support the structure that 
is subsequently eliminated. This strategy has been previously 
employed to widen the range of structures that can be 
fabricated by DIW and requires the combination of several 
cartridges, one of them containing the support material that is 
eliminated during postprocessing84, 85. 
Figure 5. Direct ink writing of multi-material sensor structures. 
(a) Fabrication of a multilayer tactile sensor using several 
cartridges and sequential printing; the device is manufactured 
using Ag/silicone inks with various solid loading fractions for 
each layer to create the functional components of the sensor 
(electrodes, sensor, isolation). To print overhanging features, a 
supporting hydrogel (Pluronic) layer is used and subsequently 
removed. Reproduced from ref.83 with permission from John 
Wiley and Sons. (b) Somatosensitive actuator featuring multiple 
soft sensors produced via embedded 3D-printing using a 
combination of robocasting and moulds; each sensor is 
produced by printing directly into a matrix material in a mould. 
Three moulds, with three different matrices (dorsal, actuator, 
anterior – two-part platinum-cure silicone elastomers of 
different compositions) are used to host three different 
components (curvature, inflation, contact – 6 wt% fumed silica 
in an ionic liquid EMIM-ES). Reproduced from ref.59 with 
permission from John Wiley and Sons. (c) Stretchable 
piezoresistive sensor fabricated by step-by-step printing of a 
PDMS substrate (cured straight after printing using oxygen 
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plasma treatment), electrode layer, and sensor layer. 
Reproduced from ref.86 with permission from John Wiley and 
Sons.
4. Outlook, challenges and opportunities
In this perspective, we have highlighted the potential of printing 
multi-material structures via direct ink writing (DIW). This is a 
promising manufacturing technology, that undoubtedly could 
contribute towards a sustainable future. We have reviewed 
potential and issues in formulation and processing for multi-
material DIW in several engineering applications: energy 
storage devices, lightweight composites and sensors. From this 
review some key issues emerge:
Formulation approaches. One of the main challenges of multi-
cartridge printing is to design and formulate the viscoplastic and 
self-healing soft inks that easily flow under shear and quickly 
recover upon deposition, which are required as inks to print 
different compounds. There are many strategies to formulate 
pastes for DIW. Researchers often look for flexible approaches 
that can be adapted to formulate printing inks with a wide range 
of materials. Beyond exhibiting the right rheology, it is usually 
preferable if the organic content of the ink is low (to limit de-
binding problems) and its solid contents is high (to minimize 
dimensional changes after shaping). In the case of multi-
material printing other requirements arise such as the need to 
minimise or avoid postprocessing in structures containing 
different materials and the adjustment of rheology to allow 
smooth switching of cartridges and the formation of strong, 
well connected interfaces.
DIW systems. Very often it is difficult to reach the right rheology 
to print parts that do not deform and retain their shape with 
inks that flow easily through the printing nozzle. In these cases, 
part consolidation during printing can be achieved using 
systems that incorporate a secondary process such as polymer 
curing or drying. When using multi-cartridge approaches there 
are still technical problems that should be addressed from a 
wider cross-disciplinary community. It is key to carry out 
fundamental studies combining fluid mechanics, rheology and 
physics to develop the methodologies needed to overcome 
some of the issues we face, for example when switching ink flow 
from one nozzle to the next one. This is sometimes approached 
as a trial-error adjustment of printing parameters. Often this is 
know-how that is not openly shared or discussed in depth but 
that is critical for successful multi-material printing. Recently it 
has been shown how an alternative DIW system42 based on 
microfluidic printing heads enables very fast switching between 
materials and voxel by voxel fabrication to build soft-matter 
devices. The challenge now is to translate some of these 
concepts to the fabrication of hard, inorganic structures. This is 
an area where fundamental science will have to meet applied 
engineering, process control and machine learning. The 
development of systems able to monitor in situ printing 
variables (e.g. pressures and flows) and with the embedded 
“knowledge” to change them on the fly to correct for 
environmental fluctuations, or to adapt extrusion to create 
specific features, can bring multi-material printing closer to a 
commercial reality. 
Structural control. One of the advantages of DIW for any 
application comes from the possibility to exert structural 
control simultaneously at multiple length scales from the micro 
to the macro levels. At the macro level, the technique can be 
used to implement some complex designs that may be difficult 
to access using other methodologies. For instance, DIW is 
particularly adept to the fabrication of light cellular 
structures.29, 54, 87 However, extrusion technologies face 
challenges when printing bulk materials that require stacking of 
several layers as gas can be trapped between them. This 
problem can be solved by programming the right degree of 
overlap between printed lines and reducing the height between 
layers in order to deform to some extent the filament during 
printing to fill the gaps.29 In some cases, post-printing 
treatments such as cold or hot isostatic pressing or lamination 
can be applied.29, 88 These treatments will have an impact on the 
microstructure of the final materials. Another challenge in DIW 
is to print large overhangs or spans without sagging. This 
requires careful manipulation of formulation rheology but even 
when this is optimised, there are still some limits on the 
features that can be made using this technique. Sacrificial 
supports84 or embedded printing in a gel89 have been used to 
expand the range of shapes that can be printed by DIW.
The examples reviewed in this paper show that extrusion opens 
some possibilities for microstructural manipulation (such as the 
generation of specific textures). However, further control is 
often needed and additives can be used to optimize the 
microstructure as it has been shown in flexible pressure sensors 
formed by PDMS microspheres and PDMS elastomer fibres 
coated with CNTs, where the incorporation of microspheres 
significantly enhanced performance.90 Other approaches used 
sacrificial additions to create microporosity (for instance, to 
enhance tissue integration of implants and scaffolds).66, 86 All 
these modifications and additions have to be done while 
maintaining the printability of the ink and retaining 
performance. An example is when fibre-reinforced epoxies are 
made printable by incorporating nano-clays.62 In this case there 
may be limits to the reinforcement content and it is important 
to ensure that the additions are not detrimental to the 
mechanical performance of the product.
Upscaling. Like for many other AM technologies, a key 
challenge for extrusion-based printing of structural materials is 
upscaling. Fabrication of large structures with fine details that 
require very small nozzles may require impractical time scales. 
One possibility is to modify the printing systems to combine 
printing heads with different resolutions. In addition, shaping 
often needs to be combined with subsequent treatments (e.g. 
drying, de-binding and sintering) while retaining dimensional 
accuracy and controlling the reactivity of the different 
components. Here, the combination of AM with novel fast 
densification technologies such as field assisted sintering can 
open new opportunities to build complex structures with 
phases that will be incompatible when using conventional heat 
treatments that require long firing times.
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Commercial impact. The incentives to use 3D printing are cost-
effectiveness (stock materials are often expensive), reduction of 
waste and ease of design implementation (printing of pre-
designed structures). DIW has definitive potential on the easy 
and fast fabrication of prototypes for testing. However, when it 
comes to practical commercial application it will be necessary 
to take full advantage of its capabilities for the fabrication of 
complex structures that are not accessible by other processing 
technologies. It is unlikely that DIW will displace well 
established, mature technologies for mass production such as 
roll to roll fabrication of batteries but it may open new 
opportunities in the ad hoc design of devices in specific 
situations and the implementation of true 3D structures 
designed to optimize performance. In this respect, it should also 
be considered that the fabrication of three-dimensional devices 
also imposes constraints in subsequent packaging steps. An 
example is the field of Lithium ion batteries where the potential 
to fully print high performance LIBs with nearly arbitrary form 
factors has been demonstrated. However, the papers often 
report printing of almost flat 2D configurations that could be 
easily accessible with other technologies in order to allow 
sealing of the thick electrodes that contain the active materials. 
Sustainability. Conventional manufacturing processes can be 
very energy intensive and generate large amounts of waste. 
Additive manufacturing technologies, and in particular direct 
ink writing, can address some of these issues and play an 
important role in the development of more sustainable 
industries. They can be used to build parts on demand without 
moulds or machining, reducing consumption of raw materials 
and emissions. DIW presents the additional advantages of 
enabling the use of eco-friendly, often water-based, inks and 
low energy consumption as extrusion happens at room 
temperature using gantry robots. However, when looking at the 
development of cleaner, more sustainable manufacturing we 
should take into account that after shaping, consolidation 
usually requires energy-demanding treatments (e.g. drying or 
sintering). It is necessary to take a holistic approach in which 
additive manufacturing can play a key part. As shown in this 
paper, in the case of DIW this could involve the minimization of 
post-printing procedures, the integration of shaping and 
consolidation in a single step or the combination with new, 
more efficient sintering technologies (e.g. field assisted or cold 
sintering).
Multi-material additive manufacturing will also contribute to a 
more sustainable society by opening new possibilities on the 
fabrication of structures and devices. Some of the applications 
have been reviewed here and include ultralight structures, 
longer-lasting implants and tissue engineering scaffolds with 
improved bio-integration, wearable sensors or novel devices for 
energy storage and generation. All these technologies have the 
potential to change the way we store and consume energy and 
to provide longer lasting, more efficient solutions for a wide 
range of fields from health care to construction and 
transportation. Here DIW has an advantage over other additive 
manufacturing technologies in that, despite the technical 
challenges, the integration of different materials in a single 
processing step is conceptually straightforward. As we have 
shown, these challenges are being currently addressed and 
numerous solutions are being developed. With these solutions 
DIW enables the rapid fabrication and testing of new design 
concepts, accelerating discovery in a way that is not easily 
accessible with other techniques. Some of these concepts may 
be commercially implemented using other technologies but 
DIW could also be play a role in manufacturing. It already allows 
the ad hoc fabrication of devices for specific applications in 
relatively small batches (e.g. custom designed scaffolds or 
sensors). However, the issues of upscaling device size and 
reducing production times to enable large batches are still 
barriers for mass implementation. Solving these problems will 
open new opportunities to create a more sustainable economy.
The challenges are multiple but multi-material Direct Ink 
Writing offers a unique space for collaborative research. This 
collaboration should include not only those working on 
processing or machine design but also the end users. Their 
needs can offer guidelines for technique development. It is 
often not only about enhancing printing precision or fabrication 
speeds, but also building systems that are reliable and easy to 
use in a production environment. The outcomes of this research 
will have an extremely broad impact and support progress in 
many applications from health, chemistry and materials science 
to engineering and entertainment thus the establishment of 
wider multi-disciplinary collaborations would be hugely 
beneficial.
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